INTRODUCTION
Recent activity in belief function theory has focused on two aspects: First, studies in the well-foundedness of the theory and its links with statistics (Lemmer [1] , Hummel and Landy [2] ), Bayesian probability (e.g., Sharer [3] , and Smets [4] ), and fuzzy sets (Sharer [5] , Klir and Folger [6] and Dubois and Prade [7, 8] ) are regularly published. At the same time, computational methods for the efficient implementation of Dempster's rule in belief networks are developed (e.g., Shafer and Logan [9] , Shafer et al. [10] , Chatalic et al. [11] , and Kohlas [12] ).
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However, little has been done to take advantage of the formal relationships existing between belief functions and other kinds of uncertainty measures so as to improve computational efficiency of calculations with belief functions and/or random sets (except Fua [13] and more recently Vorbraak [14] ). This is the purpose of this paper, where our main contention is as follows: If several belief functions Bell ..... Beln must be combined in some way (e.g., via Dempster's rule), it is possible to perform a simpler calculation on simpler belief functions Bel~ ..... Bel L that are approximations of Bell ..... Beln in some sense and obtain a result Bel' that is an approximation of the true result Bel in the same sense. Vorbraak [14] considered Bayesian approximations of belief functions. In this paper, we consider consonant approximations of belief functions, in the sense of random set inclusion. These approximations are formally equivalent to fuzzy sets, and fuzzy set operations can be used to get an approximation of what Dempster's rule yields.
FUZZY SETS, RANDOM SETS, AND THE

INCLUSION PROPERTY
Let [2 be a finite set, taken as a frame of discernment (Shafer [17] ). A basic probability assignment or mass is a mapping m: 2 fl ---, [ ( 
1)
B_cA and the quantity PI(A) = 1 -Bel(.4), where .4 is the complement of A, is called a plausibility function (Shafer [17] ).
Random Sets
A random set (Goodman and Nguyen [18] The m(A)'s define a probability distribution on 2 ~, and the Ai's are the realizations of the random set (R. Hence m(A) can be interpreted as P((R = A), the Consonant Approximations of Belief Functions 421 probability that the random set is A. Conversely, a belief function is equivalent to a unique nonempty random set where the Ai's are all distinct. Bel(A) can also be viewed as the lower bound on a family of probability measures and PI(A) as the upper bound (Dempster [19] ), although the converse is not true; that is, upper and lower probabilities are more general than belief and plausibility functions. In terms of random sets, Bel(A) = P(cR C_ A), the probability that A contains (R; PI(A) = P((R NA ¢ Z) is the probability that A intersects St. A random set is consonant if the focal sets can be arranged into a nested family of sets, that is, ifAl C_ A2 C_ ... C_ An. A belief function derives from a consonant random set if and only if (Shafer [17] 
Consonant random set-based plausibility functions (consonant plausibility functions for short) were independently introduced by Zadeh [20] under the name possibility measures, in connection with fuzzy sets. But the idea of consonance goes back to Shackle [21] . We have referred to consonant belief functions as necessity measures. In the following, possibility and necessity measures will be denoted II and N, respectively.
Fuzzy Sets
A fuzzy set Fon f~ is defined by a mapping #F: f~ ~ [0, 1] that expresses graded membership, ttv(o~) is called the degree of membership ofo~ in F. When F represents the fuzzy set of more or less possible values of some variable v ranging on f~, ttF(w) is understood as the degree of possibility that v = oJ. In this paper, a fuzzy set is always interpreted this way. See Dubois and Prade [22] for an introduction to possibility theory and fuzzy sets.
The link between fuzzy sets and random sets is easy to lay bare using the concept of a level cut. The cut of F at level or, o~-cut for short, is the set F~ = {wl#F(w) _> or}, for ot > 0, ot < 1. Since f~ is finite, the set L(F) of level cuts of Fis finite. Denoting al > or2 > • .. > otn > o~n+l = 0 the elements of M(F) = #F(f~)U {0}, where #F(f2) is the image of f~ through ttF, it is easy to check that 
L(F)
=
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The consonant random set 6IF = {(F~,, mi), i ---1, n} such that Vi = 1, n, mi = ~i -ai+l, is equivalent to a fuzzy set F in the sense that/ztr and the mi's are bijectively linked. That is, pF(00) :
A fuzzy set is said to be normal if/zF(~) = 1 for some ~. A fuzzy set is normal if and only if its equivalent random set is nonempty. If II is the plausibility function associated to (RF, then /~r (o~) = H({¢~ }) Vo~ (6) so that fuzzy sets are equivalent to contour functions (Shafer [17] ) of consonant belief functions, and II(A) = max{/~v(w), w E A}. Note that, formally, the contour function {Pl({w })[w E f~} of any belief function is a membership function; that is, formulas (5) and (6) 
o~ EAi is called the consonant projection of CR and has been studied by Kaml~ de F6riet [23] and Wang [24] under the name "falling shadow." The consonance property is necessary to define a unique random set 6~p equivalent to F. However, there are generally more than one random set whose consonant projection is F. Goodman and Nguyen [18] study this problem.
Random Set Inclusions
There are two main definitions for random set inclusion (Dubois and Prade [8] 
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Weak inclusion is similar to stochastic ordering between random variables. That is, if r and s are two (real) random variables, then r is weakly less than s if and only if Vx E ~, P(r <_ x) >_ P(s <_ x), where P(r <_ • ) and P(s <_ • ) are distribution functions. Here the real number x is changed into a set A, the ordering on real numbers becomes set inclusion, and belief functions are then the counterpart of distribution functions.
Strong inclusion is related to the inclusion of realizations of random sets with probability 1. That is, if the matrix W is the joint distribution whose marginals induce 61 and 8, P(61 C 8) = )-'~A CB Wij , and clearly P(61 c 8) = 1 if and only if vai, Bj, Ai ~ Bj ~ Wij : O. However, m our defimtmn of random set inclusion, we do not assume that we explicitly know the joint distribution; we only assume that there exists a joint distribution with marginals 61 and 8, according to which P(61 C_ 8) = 1, although the actual joint distribution may not be such that P(61 C_ 8) = 1. Indeed, the equations {mi = )-~kWik; pj = )-~kWkj; Vi, Vj} may have several solutions, some for which P(61 C_ 8) = 1 and some for which P(61 C_ 8) < 1.
EXAMPLE 61 = {(A1, ml), (A2, m2)}; $ = {(B1, Pl), (B2, P2)}, A1 C_ B1, A2 C BI, A2 ~B2, but A1NB2 # ~ and A1 ~B2; moreover, Pl = ml + km2; P2 = (1 -k)m2 for some k E [0, 1]. Then W, such that wll = ml, WE1 = km2, WEE = (1 --k)m2, w12 = 0, is a joint distribution with marginals 61 and $ such that P(61 C_ 8) = 1. In contrast W' such that wij = pimj, for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, is also a joint distribution with marginals 61 and 8, but P(61 C 8) = 1 -mlP2.
In this paper, strong inclusion is denoted 61 C_ $ with the underlying meaning SUPw P(61 C_ 8) = 1, where W is taken over all joint distributions with marginals 61 and 8. It makes sense also when Aj = ~ for some i. It is easy to prove that, for nonempty random sets, 61 C $ ~ Belr(A) _> Bels(A) VA (8) but the converse is generally not true, which justifies the names strong and weak inclusions. However, if 61 and $ are consonant random sets, their equivalent fuzzy sets being denoted Fr and Fs, respectively, and the corresponding necessity measures Nr and Ns, then strong and weak inclusions are equivalent and coincide with Zadeh's fuzzy set inclusion [27] 
C 8 ~ Nr(A) >_ Ns(A) VA
gFs(~) >--gF,(O)
Vo~ (9)
Weak and strong inclusions correspond to different views of belief functions. Weak inclusion can also be expressed in terms of plausibility functions, since Belr(A) >_ Bels(A) is equivalent to PIr(A) <_ Pls(A). Hence the weak inchi- Belr ~ Bels =~ Bel' r > I~l~ (12) where Bel' r and Bel~ are belief functions corresponding to f(61) and f(8), respectively.
APPROXIMATIONS OF BELIEF FUNCTIONS
The main interest of random-set inclusions is their potential usefulness in deriving simple approximations of complex belief functions. Efficient computational methods that work on the approximations can be developed and provide approximate results for more complex, exact computation. This section pursues the work initiated in a previous paper (Dubois and Prade [8] , Section 3) in the study of best consonant approximations of belief functions. In the following, belief functions derived from random sets 61, 61', 61" .... are denoted Bel, Bel', Bel", and so on.
Inner and Outer Approximations
A random set 61 can be viewed as a cautious substitute of another random set 61' as soon as Bel' > Bel, that is, 61 weakly includes 61'. This is a generalized version of Zadeh's entailment principle [30] and encompasses Yager's formulation [25] The approximation problem for belief functions can be stated as follows. Given a random set 61 and a family ~ of random sets whose structure is considered to be simple, find an approximation (61', 61") of 61 such that 61' E ~, 61" E ~. Moreover, (61', 61") should be an optimal approximation in the sense that the bracketing of 
Approximation by Probability Measures or Fuzzy Sets
The main problems that are raised by this approach are as follows:
• How to choose the family & of "simple" belief functions • How to actually build an approximation of a belief function • How to cope with the possible lack of unicity of minimal and/or maximal elements of ~-(61) and &+(61).
As for the first point, the simplest families of belief functions are necessity measures and probability measures. A probability measure is clearly a random singleton, and the only nonempty random set it can weakly include is itself. Indeed, assume P(A) < Bel(A), VA. Then P(A) = 1 -P(,4) > PI(A), VA also, and Bel(A) > P(A) > PI(A), which proves BeI(A) = P(A) = PI(A), VA. As a consequence, the set of probability measures is useless for outer approximations. However, the set ~-(61) = {PIBeI(A) < P(A) < PI(A)} is never empty, and any probability measure in ~-(61) is a possible inner approximation of 61. Of course, all elements of ~-(61) are maximal in the sense of weak inclusion. However, among the members of ~-(61), one is especially interesting because it involves a minimal commitment on the allocation of probability weights to singletons. This is P such that
oa EAi that is, the masses are uniformily distributed on the elements of the corresponding focal sets. This corresponds to applying the principle of unsufficient reason to each focal set. This approximation procedure, which we suggested earlier [31] (see also Williams [32] ) was recently justified by Smets [4] on an axiomatic basis. More generally, any convex mixture of the form P = ~ miPi, where Pi is a probability measure on Ai, is an inner approximation of Bel, owing to results in Dempster [19] .
Vorbraak [14] considers a probabilistic approximation of 61, changing IAil into the so-called Bayesian constant ~ i=1, mini IAi] in the denominator of (13) .
But as will be seen later, the obtained probability is generally not a member of
~-(61).
In contrast, the family ~ of consonant random sets (or equivalently, fuzzy sets) offers a natural setting to devise outer approximations. Indeed, a consonant outer approximation of a belief function always exists, because the vacuous belief function (i.e., the set f~ itself) always strongly includes any belief function. As for consonant inner approximations, they do not always exist in the form of a nonempty random set. Indeed, if F' is a fuzzy set acting as an inner approximation of 61, then X/o~, #e, (00) < Pl({w }), and the normality assumption maxo, efl #F(00) = 1 leads to the requirement that maxo~fl Pl({00}) = 1. This condition is fulfilled only by random sets whose focal sets globally intersect, that is, (7 i=l, nAi # ~" These are called consistent random sets, thus point out the fact that such random sets do not contain contradictory pieces of information. The following result holds (Dubois and Prade [8] Hence the best inner approximation is given by Eq. (7) when 61 is consistent. When its focal sets have no global intersection, the inequality H.(A) _< PI(A), VA (where H. is the possibility measure derived from F.) holds, but not the inequality N.(A) >_ Bel(A), generally (where N. is the necessity measure dual of H.). Indeed, F. is subnormalized, and its equivalent consonant random set 61. is such that the mass allocated to the empty set is positive (and equal to 1 -max tLF.). The definition ofBel = N. given by (1) does not make sense in that case and must be modified so as to forbid m.(~5) in the summation, where m. is the mass assignment for 61.. In this paper, only nonempty random sets are considered; see Dubois and Prade [31, 8] and Oblow [33] for the extensions of Bel and P1 when m(~) > 0.
Another interesting family of belief functions is obtained when the focal sets form a hierarchy. In other words, the graph whose nodes are the focal sets A1 .... ,An and whose arcs are defined via the inclusion relationship ((Ai, A j) is an arc if and only if Ai C_ A j) forms a directed partition tree. Equivalently, Vi, j, Ai C_ Aj or Ai fq Aj = ~. These types of belief functions have been considered by Shafer and Logan [9] and by Gordon and Shortliffe [34] and combine the features of probability and possibility measures--disjointness and nestedness of focal sets, respectively. In the following, we no longer consider these structures but focus on the outer possibilistic approximations. However, it is clear that hierarchical approximations are worth studying in a next step.
Construction of Outer Approximations
So far we know how to construct probabilistic and possibilistic inner approximations, but constructing possibilistic outer approximations in the sense of weak inclusion is not easy at first glance, because weak inclusion cannot be described in terms of focal set inclusion in a simple way. However, it is easy to build an outer approximation in the sense of strong inclusion. We suggested a procedure for doing so in an earlier paper [7] .
Let 61 be a random set with focal sets Al ..... An and masses ml ..... ran. Let f~ = {601, oJ2 ..... 00N} where N = [f~l. Let o be a permutation of {1, 2 ..... N} and define Eft = {O~o0), oo(2) ..... oo(j)}. An outer approximarion R ° can be defined whose focal sets all belong to {E~ ]j = 1, N}, so that R °, whatever it is, is consonant and equivalent to a fuzzy set F ° . The mass assignment m ~ is established by the following procedure. The mapping fo clearly assigns any focal set Ai of 61 to the smallest focal set of F ~ that contains it, with a view to minimizing imprecision. Of course, generally the inclusion Ai c_ E°fo(i) is strict; that is, some precision is lost. It is a trivial matter to prove that 61 C_ F ° (strong inclusion). Of course, there are still N!. ways to choose o. Note that the above procedure works even if the random set used for approximation is not consonant: Given any family ~: of subsets of f~ such that Vi, Ai c_ B for some B E ~:, the optimal mass allocation procedure gives a random set that strongly includes 61. Moreover, there remains the problem of relating the fuzzy sets that strongly include 61 with those that weakly include it. This problem and the one of comparing the F ° 's are solved by the following result.
PROPOSITION 2 For any fuzzy set G such that VA, BeI(A) > N(A), where N is the necessity measure associated to G, there is a permutation o such that F ° C_ G.
Proof Let a be a permutation induced by G, that is, gO(60o (1) 
Note that the equivalence between strong and weak inclusions does not hold for inclusion of fuzzy sets in random sets. For instance, the optimal inner approximation of a random set is generally not strongly included in 61. 
Minimal Outer Approximations
All fuzzy sets F ° are not minimal elements of ~+(61). For instance, if 6t is consonant and equivalent to F, then rain ~+(61) = {F } only. In the following, the nonminimal elements among the F ~ are discarded.
First, note that instead of a permutation o on the elements of f~, a permutation p on the focal sets AI, A2 ..... An of 61 can be used to produce a nested sequence of focal sets for an outer approximation. That is, consider the family S~ = Ap(1), S~ = Apo ) tAAp(2) ..... SOn = Apo ) t3 ... tAAa(n), and let F p be the fuzzy set generated by the optimal mass allocation procedure described in Section 3.3. Note that the mass raP(S~) ~= m~ allocated to S~ may differ from rap(i). Indeed, we may have Ap(i) C S~ for some j < i, and the optimal mass allocation algorithm assigns mp(i) to S~ such that k = min{j, Aa(i) C_ S~}. In Hence {F p IP permutation of (1, 2 ..... n)} is a subset of {F ~ [tr permutation of (1, 2 ..... N)}. The next result points out the outer approximations F ° that are not optimal. We assume here that the Ai's are all distinct.
PrtOPOSlrlON 4 If F ° is such that A,O) c_ S t for some k < i, and St # S~, then FP is not a minimal outer approximation of 61.
Proof For simplicity we assume that an outer approximation F of 61 is This result is coherent with the fact that F is the best approximation of itself, and implies that when 61 is a probability measure on f~ with P({¢0i }) ¢ 0, Vi, then ~T(61) contains all F ° for all permutations of elements in f~.
Strong Inner Approximations of a Random Set
It has been indicated in the foregoing that given a fuzzy set F and a random set 61, the weak inclusion of F in 61 is not enough to conclude that F is strongly included in 61. In order to characterize fuzzy sets that are strongly included in Finally, we cannot use the same concept of order reversibility to derive weak outer approximations of 61 from inner approximations, because complementation is not order-reversing with respect to weak inclusion. This is consistent with the fact that strong and weak outer approximations coincide but strong and weak inner approximations do not.
Minimizing the Imprecision of the Outer Approximations
A random set is a model for a piece of information tainted with uncertainty and imprecision. Uncertainty is expressed by the mass function; imprecision is expressed by the size of the focal sets. If A is a subset of [2 containing the possible values of a variable X, then the larger A is, the more imprecise is the piece of information "X E A." The When 61F is a consonant random set equivalent to a fuzzy set F, it is easy to verify the identity (Dubois and Janlent [35] This remark enables Vorbraak's approximation method to be interpreted as an extension of the transformation of fuzzy set membership into a probability measure by simple rescaling of the membership grades. The converse transformation is another rescaling transformarion in which probabilities of singletons are divided by the probability of the most probable singleton (so as to get a normal membership function). It is well known that the possibility distribution so obtained may not contain the original probability distribution in the sense of weak (hence, strong) inclusion (see Dubois and Prade [37] , pp. 258-259). Consequently, Vorbraak transformation of a random set 61 into a probability measure may give a result that is not included in 61. The fuzzy set cardinality and similar imprecision indices play a role similar to that of entropy (Jaynes [38] ) in probability theory (see Klir and Folger [6] ). That is, given some constraints acting on a fuzzy set, its membership function can be determined by maximizing the index of imprecision of the fuzzy set under these constraints. The problem of outer approximations is exactly opposite. The "true" information is known, it is a random set 61, and we are lookin~g for the best approximation, one that is as precise as possible. Since min ~' (61) contains more than one dement, one may think of discriminating further using the cardinality as an imprecision index. We consider the following problem: Find F in the set rain ~T(61) such that IF I is minimum.
This problem is equivalent to a one-machine scheduling problem in operations research (Carlier and Chrttienne [39] ). Let {O1, 02,-.., On } be n operations to be performed in some sequence on a machine. The set of operations is equipped with a partial ordering that expresses precedence constraints between some operations. Let p be a permutation of { 1, 2 ..... n } defining a sequence of operations. Let t; be the time for performing operation Op<i). This time is assumed to depend upon the sequence of the i -1 operations performed earlier on the machine. Let ci be the cost of keeping product i in process in the workshop for one time unit. Consider the problem of finding p so as to minimize the overall storage cost Ei=l,nCi Tp (where T p = Ey=l,it~) under the precedence constraints. In our approximation problem, it is easy to identify the components of the scheduling problem:
• The operations are the focal sets A1 ..... An, and the partial ordering is induced by conformity with the minimality condition of Proposition 5.
• The cost ci is the mass mi.
• The finishing time T; stands for the cardinality IS;I. Indeed, IFPl = )-~i=1, n IS;I m;, and the "processing times" are thus of the form
IS; -S;_l I = ~)
-sL1 I. A well-known scheduling case corresponds to disjoint focal sets. Then, there are no precedence constraints between the hi's, and the objective function simplifies due to IS;I --~j=~,ilAp0) l:
It is well known (see, e.g., Carlier and Chr~tienne [39] , p. 202) that the optimal permutation p must be chosen such that mpo.__.2_) > mp(2) > .., > rap(n) (17) Iao.)l -Iao(2) l --IAo(n) l 
IF'l _< IFI iff IAk --Sk-i t-JAk+ll [Ak+l --Ski
Note that this inequality holds when Ak+l --Sk-i C_ Ak --Sk-l regardless of mk, mk+l in accordance with Proposition 5. Achieving this inequality by pairwise permutations leads to an improvement in the solution until a fuzzy set F a is attained such that, when all S~ are distinct,
Ihp (1) 
F a is a local optimum in the sense that if one of the above inequalities is lost by permuting two terms, the obtained fuzzy set F a~ is such that IFaPl > IFal . Unfortunately, if permutation p does not satisfy (18) , that is, if
IAp(k+l) --S~I then permuting k and k + 1 may fail to improve the situation. We may have
again, since the two strict inequalities above are compatible. This fact indicates that minimizing IF I is not a simple problem, generally. The analogy with scheduling indicates that it is, in fact, an NP-hard problem (see, e.g., Carlier and Chr&ienne [39] , pp. 244-259).
Since the inequalities (17) are a special case of (18) when focal sets are disjoint, (18) suggests a heuristic method to derive a consonant outer approximation of a random set (R with small enough cardinality. The idea is to build a permutation p such that F p is a minimal outer approximation that satisfies (18) by selecting Aa (1) Step 1. L = {1, 2, 3, 4}; 5: = {AI, A2, A3, A4}; 5:* = {A1, A3, A4}. It can be checked that ~FP I is indeed minimum by checking the 12 possible fuzzy sets in rain ~:+(St); see Table 1 . Note that inequalities (18) hold for permutation 3124.
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Although minimizing IF[ is meaningful, it does not mean that it is the fuzzy set that "best looks like" the random set 61. For instance, one may wish (see Dubois and Prade [8] ) that F and the consonant projection F. of 61 rank the elements of f~ in the same order, a permutation o'. In that case, we would be led to choose o' such that #F. (Wo,O) [8] . Hence the outer approximation F* induced from the inner approximation F. better preserves the symmetries of the initial random set.
Instead of building an outer approximation of 61 from F., we might as well wish to use the ordering induced from the probability measure fi that is obtained by the principle of insufficient reason [Eq. (13)].
On the whole, there are three criteria (at least) to select a consonant outer approximation of a random set--Minimize IF I, use the consonant projection F., use the probability measure fi--all of which sound reasonable. Moreover, they coincide when 61 --61F is consonant and, as will be seen now, when 61 is equivalent to a probability measure.
Consonant Approximations of Probability Measures
This section applies the above results to the case when the random set is equivalent to a probability measure P defined by weights Pl, P2 ..... ply such that ~-~i=l,NPi = 1. We assume without loss of generality that Pi > O, Vi. In that case, permuting the focal sets and permuting the elements of f~ are equivalent. Hence there are generally Aft. distinct fuzzy sets F ° in min ~+(P).
In the random set case, the fuzzy set F p corresponding to a permutation p of the focal sets A1 ..... An has membership grades gp.(co) = ~ m~ Vw E f~,
ES~ which in the probabilistic case reduces to o = p, and
This result was first proposed by Ddgado and Moral [26] . In the following, gF-(w~(j)) is denoted w~(j). In order to select among the F ~'s, one may think of two criteria:
1. Use Zadeh's probability/possibility compatibility index [20] . That is, given a possibility distribution gF and a probability assignment p, C(p, F) is defined as
and is the probability of the fuzzy event F (Zadeh [40] ). Maximizing C(p, F) given p tends to best locate F with respect to p. This criterion was used by Civanlar and Trussell [41] .
2. Minimize the cardinality IF°l as above.
The following result indicates that C(p, F) cannot discriminate among the minimal elements of ~+(P). Since C(p, F °) does not depend on o, it is more interesting to minimize [F°[. The optimal fuzzy set F ~ with minimum cardinality is obviously obtained from a permutation t~ that ranks the Pi's in decreasing order; this is an obvious consequence of inequalities (17) when the Ai's are singletons. We have already proposed this optimal transformation [31] , as leading to the smallest fuzzy set (in the sense of inclusion) compatible with P [i.e., N(A) <_ P(A) <_ II(A), i.e., weak inclusion, equivalent to the strong one here], and with the same shape as P [i.e., Pi >_ Pj ~ IzF(o~i) >_ #F(o~j)]. We noted in [8] that F ~ also corresponds to a permutation of f~ induced by the consonant projection F. of P, since #F. (o~i) = Pi, Vi. In that sense F ~ is not only of minimal cardinality, but also looks most like P.
C(p, F e) --y]~ po(i)lr:(i)= ~ P~(i) ~ Po(j)
Noting that the transformation P ~-~ F ~ is invertible, it is interesting to consider the converse transformation
where the superscript # on ~r~(i) has been dropped for simplicity. This formula is the same as the one that defines the mass function of the random set (RF~ associated to F ~, that is m(E~) = lr~(i) -r~(i+l). In (21), however, the whole mass is given to ~0s(i); this transformation F ~ ~-+p~ is quite different from the one mentioned in Section 3.2, which equally shares the mass m(ET) among elements of E~ [i.e., 15 in (13)]. The latter sounds more natural as a least-commitment transformation from a fuzzy set to a probability measure than (21) . Moreover, it preserves the ordering of the elements in f~ induced by #F(W), a property that generally does not hold true for reciprocal transformation (21) . More specifically, given P on f~ such that Pl >_P2 >_ "'" >_PN, the fuzzy set F s = F such that #F(~0i) = ~j=i. nPi Hence the transformation p ~-+ F ~ via ~ maps probability measures on f~ on a special class of fuzzy sets; the converse transformation F ~-* P in (21) makes sense for any fuzzy set but generally does not preserve the ordering of f~ induced by #F, while the least-commitment transformation F ~-~ P in (13) does preserve this ordering. In conclusion, the most meaningful transformations F ~ P and P ~ F are not the converse of each other. Finally, given a random set tR and a best outer approximation F ° , let po be a probability measure defined by (21) from F ° , that is, Po<i) = ~ro~<i) -7r~(i+~). The following result holds.
PRoPosmos 8 Vo, (P°,F °) is an approximation of (R; that is, P° c_ (R c_ F °.
Proof It is enough to show that P° C_ (R. To see this it is sufficient to note Consonant Approximations of Belief Functions ,t41
Hence P° is obtained by allocating each mj to some element in Aj.
In fact, the property P° C 61 is a special case of a more general property of 2-capacities, that is, lower probabilities P. that are order 2 superadditive. Namely, Va, the probability measure P ° such that Vi = 1
, N, P o(i) = P .( ET )-P .( ET-I )
(with Eg = fi~) is such that P°(A) _> P.(A), VA (see Chateauneuf and Jaffray [42] ). Hence Proposition 8 can extend to more general lower probability functions than belief functions. In particular, given a permutation o on fL the set of numbers {P,(Eg)li = 1, n} can serve as the basis for defining not only a probability measure weakly included i n P, (po >_ p,) but also a fuzzy set that weakly includes P, (i.e., No <_ P,), letting F ° be defined by a generalized form of (14), 
APPLICATIONS TO APPROXIMATE COMPUTATION
In this section we give some preliminary results that suggest how consonant approximations of random sets can be used in actual calculations that involve belief functions; namely, the result obtained by Dempster's rule of combination can be approximated by the result of fuzzy set-theoretic intersection on consonant approximations. However, there are problems with the normalization step. The use of fuzzy sets in calculations with functions having random set-valued arguments is also briefly discussed.
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Approximation of Random Cartesian Products
Let F be a fuzzy set on ~~1 and G another fuzzy set on f~2, and suppose that F and G are outer approximations of (R and 8, respectively. Generally the fuzzy F x G defined by #Fx~ = min(#F, #6) is not an outer approximation of the random set 61 x 8 whose mass function mrs is defined by Dempster's rule on ~1 x~: (23) where ms and mr are the mass functions of 8 and (R. Let (RF and (RG be the consonant random sets equivalent to F and G. The random set (RE x (Re is a strong outer approximation of (R x 8, but it is no longer consonant [8] . In order to get a consonant outer approximation of (R x 8, we can try to find the minimal outer approximation of (RF X (Re whose focal sets are among the set What this result tells us is that, given a suitable transformation of the marginal fuzzy sets F and G into F* and G*, the result of Dempster's rule can be approximated using Zadeh's minimum rule. The resulting possibility measure on Ql x Q2 is an upper bound of the plausibility function attached to 6{F × 6{e.
mrs(A x B) --mr(A), ms(B)
Note that it is well known that the best lower approximation (in the sense of weak inclusion) of 6{F × 6{0 is the fuzzy set F • G defined by #F. O = #F • #0, since #F "#0 is the contour function of 6{F X 6{0 when #F and #o are the contour functions of 6{F and 6{0 (Shafer [5] ). Hence the plausibility function P1 of 6{F X 6{0 is such that The approximation is thus never a trivial one (one never gets [0, 1] as the approximation interval). When approximating 6{ x 8, the inner approximation must be derived as the product of the contour functions of 6{ and 8, respectively, rather than 6{F and 6{o, of course.
Dempster's Rule and the Normalization Problem
It is tempting to use this result for the computation of Dempster's rule on a single reference set f~ = QI = f~2. Dempster's rule between two belief functions can be decomposed into three steps:
1. Combination. Compute 6t x $ on f~ x t~. 2. Projection. Map 61 x 8 into an often subnormal random set 6t n $ on Q using the formula ran(C) = Y~.A~=cmrs(A × B).
Let us first consider _1_ ---product. It is well known (Shafer [5] , Shafer and Logan [9] , Dubois and Prade [8] ) that the contour function of the intersection 6t N $ (steps 1 and 2) is the product of the contour functions of 61 and 8. Hence given two consonant random sets 6IF and 6IG equivalent to fuzzy sets Fand G, the contour function of 6IF X 6IG is #F " #C. Hence the possibility measure Hn based on distribution #F " #G is a lower bound on the plausibility function Pin based on (RE × 616. That is,
VA c f~ (24) and the fuzzy intersection F • G is a weak inner approximation of 6IF x 6Ic, as long as sup #F " #C = 1 [which implies mn(~) = 1]. Unfortunately, inequality (24) is not preserved through normalization, because Hence the contour function derived from mo after normalization is such that (Fua [13] )
That is, the fuzzy set intersection, once normalized, cannot serve as a weak approximation of the result of Dempster's rule; (24) can be preserved only by subnormalizing #F " #G, using 1 --ran(O) = ~¢ as a dividing factor.
Let us turn to _L = minimum. In that case, we must compare the projection of 6IF X 6IC (step 2) with the projection of its outer approximation F* N G* such that #F*c~* = min[#F • (2 --#F), #6 " (2 --#~)] established above. This projection step corresponds to a function ~a that maps Cartesian product A x B to intersection A n B. Note that qo is monotonic under set inclusion, that is, A x B c C x D ~ A NB C_CAD; hence the monotonicity theorem (eft Section 2.3) holds for this function. More specifically, (Re x 61o _C H = F* x G* ~ (~F n (3{ e c F* n G*. F* n G* is nothing but the restriction of/~F* x6* to pairs (co, co) E f~2. As a consequence, VA C_ fl, IIH(A) = sup min[/xF.(co),/xG*(co)) >_ PIn(A) (26) ¢o EA This is generally not true for the belief and necessity functions because 61F n 61c may assign a positive weight to the empty set. In that case, Beln and Nn must be modified into [8] Beln(A) = ~ ran(B) = 1 -mn(~) -Pin(,4)
Clearly, mn(~) =-~]i j'A, rva.-¢~ mi "mj >__ 1 --sup/~F*C~* since Vi, j < k, Ai n Bj = ~. Hence ~ere w~l-I~e no inequality between Beln(A) and NH(A) due to (26) , and 1 -mn(~) < sup/~v*r~.. Once again the normalization step may not preserve the inclusion F* NG* _~ 61F N 61e, because the inequality between normalization factors is the wrong one.
As can be seen from the above, Dempster's rule does not get along very well with random set inclusion because outer approximations of belief functions conflict less than the original belief functions whereas inner approximations conflict more. But the use of Dempster's rule with conflicting pieces of evidence can be challenged (see, e.g., Dubois and Prade [22, Chap. 4] for an overview on this question). Moreover, inequalities between plausibility and possibility functions can be preserved if F* N G* is normalized using 1 -mn(O) instead of sup #F* c~*. But it is then an "overnormalization" that needs to be truncated by threshold 1, that is, Even if this result is not very encouraging for the computation of Dempster's rule with normalization, the approximation step may take place after Dempster's rule has been computed exactly. Indeed, if 611 has nl focal sets, 612 has n2 focal sets, the random set 6t resulting from Dempster's rule applied to 611 and 612 maY have up to nl • n2 focal sets, some of which may have very small weights, and anyway the overall belief structure can be messy and scattered. Then some approximation step may be useful to summarize the belief function for explanation purposes and to reduce the computational complexity of further combination steps, if another random set 6t3 is to be involved in the computation, provided that the approximation of 61 has many fewer than nl • n2 focal sets.
Functions with Random Set Valued Arguments
In Ref. 15 we considered the problem of computing a function f(x, y) when (x, y) is described by a random set on f~ × f~, the domain off. The case when x and y correspond to independent random sets 61 and $ is considered by Yager [44] . The random set f(61, $) is then defined on the range off (here, f~, for simplicity) by its mass function m f:
mf(C) = ~ mr(A).ms(B)
C=f(A, B)
where f(A, B) = {f(tol, o~2)lo~! E A, o~z 6 B}.
The case when x and y correspond to noninteractive fuzzy sets F and G is dealt with by the extension principle (Zadeh [45] ), which is a basis of fuzzy interval analysis (see, e.g., Dubois and Prade [16] ). That is, f(F, G) is a fuzzy set with membership function Equations (29) and (30) are not directly related when 61 = 61F, $ = 61a because (30) does not assume that 61,~ and 61a are stochastically independent, but that they are on the contrary strongly dependent (Dubois and Prade [43] ). However, (30) can be used to compute an approximation of (29) if we notice that F* x G* is an outer approximation of 61F X 61G and apply the monotonicity theorem of Section 2.3, that is, f(61F, 61C) C f(F*, G*) where F* and G* are defined as in Proposition 10, f(61F, 61C) is computed according to (29) , and f(F*, G*) is computed according to (30) .
Generally ( . This result suggests a way of using fuzzy sets and the extension principle to approximately compute functions of random sets. Finally, using the fact that P.F ' gG is an inner approximation of 61F × 61e in the sense of weak inclusion, changing minimum into product in the expression of the extension principle (30), leads to computing an inner approximation of f(61F, 61C). This product-based extension principle has also been studied in the literature (Dubois and Prade [16] ).
CONCLUSION
This paper has provided basic results pertaining to the approximation of general belief functions by simpler set functions, here consonant belief functions Consonant Approximations of Belief Functions 447 or equivalently possibility measures. It is based on the concept of random set inclusions. It seems interesting to use fuzzy sets as approximations of belief functions because computing with fuzzy sets is generally simpler than computing with belief functions (the former work on [2, the latter on 2fl).
Further work can be carried out in various directions: extension to continuous spaces, the study of more elaborate approximations than consonant belief functions (e.g., hierarchical bodies of evidence), approximation of the weighted average rule (~i ct/ •Beli, with ~cti = 1), or approximation of more general upper zmd lower probabilities by fuzzy sets. Special attention should be paid to the study of methods that can cope with unnormalized random sets, so as to deal with Dempster's rule in its full generality. At any rate, the notion of approximation of belief function introduced here appears to be general and attractive for summarizing the contents of a complex belief function, and computationaUy promising.
